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ABSTRACT
This report contains the results and the analysis of groi-.nd geophysical
measurements and the tectonic interpretation in the 150 x 200 km Lansjärv
study area. It describes the data and methods used. The significance of
strike slip fault patterns in relation to the surface morphology is
discussed. The obtained results are used to suggest a tentative model for
the present tectonic deformation. More data on actual deformations would
however be necessary to confirm and enhance the model. The report is part
of the bedrock stability programme of SKB. The major conclusions
regarding the tectonic structures are:
- three regional fault systems are identified, two steep NW and N
trending and a third NNE trending with gentle ESE dips,
- the steep fault systems have strike slip generated deformation patterns
both in the Precambrian structures and in the surface morphology,
- the post-glacial faults of the area are part of this fault pattern and
represent movements mainly on reactivated, gently dipping zones,
- several suspected late or post-glacial, fault related features are
found along the steep NW and N faults.
Sites for drilling and geodetic networks for deformation measurements are
suggested. Detailed background data aLe documented in additional
4 reports. The basic geophysical and geological datasets are documented
in color plotted 1:250 000 maps. A tectonic interpretation map in the
same scale has been produced by combined interpretation of magnetic,
elevation, elevation relief and gravity data.
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SUMMARY
The choice of the Lansjärv area for tectonic studies is based on the
occurrence of about 45 km of post glacial fault scarps (PGF), good access
with roads, a large amount of detailed geophysical measurements, good
data coverage with magnetic and elevation data, the occurrence of several
regionally extending fault systems, and favourable conditions for
detailed interpretation of aeromagnetic measurements.
Great effort has been spent in compilation of existing data, collection
of new daca at critical locations, and an integrated interpretation. In a
150 x 200 km area centered on the Lansjärv postglacial fault scarps
(PGF), digital aeromagnetic, terrain elevation and gravity data have been
compiled to maps and formated for use in an image analyzing system. The
bedrock geology has been digitized and compiled into maps. In an inner
area located around the PGF, all previous ground geophysical measurements
have been compiled to a set of interpretation maps. New data were collected regarding outcrops of bedrock close to major fault zones,
levelling of highest shoreline locations and ground geophysical profiles
across major fault zones for dip determinations. An integrated interpretation was made for the 150 x 200 km area using magnetic, elevation and
gravity data with the image analyzing system EBBA II. Dips of larger
fault zones were calculated using potential field modelling techniques.
The results from the regional study show a pattern of 3 sets of fault
zones which extend outside the study area. One of these sets is the
NW-SE-striking Senja-Bothnian zone which is about 80 km wide and contains
up to 5 major fault zones with moderate to steep, mainly SW dips. Another
is the N-S-striking Seiland-Bothnian zone which is about 40 km wide and
contains up to 4 major fault zones with near vertical dips. The third is
a NNE-SSW-striking set of zones with gentle SE dips.
The results from the detailed study indicate that the PGF interacts in a
complex pattern with the regional fault zones. The width and dip of these
zones has been determined at about 40 locations. The regional fault zones
are characteristically several 100 m wide and have a distinct dip. The
zones are surrounded by a several km wide area with numerous lens like
blocks interpreted as displaced shear lenses.
The results are documented in a set of 8 maps (on the scale 1:250 000) of
the basic data sets for the entire study area, and one tectonic interpretation map on the same scale, the detailed data and interpretations are
documented in 5 reports and 6 interpretation maps on the scale 1:20 000.
The regional data are available on discettes formated for the image analyzing system EBBA II.
In this report, the major results are presented and discussed in a
regional context. A comparison is made with active strike slip fault
patterns, which shows that the steep NW and N zones show similar patterns
both on a regional and a detailed scale. The occurrence of several small
angular shear lenses is tentatively interpreted as effects from ongoing
movements in some of the larger fault zones. It is suggested that
detailed deformation measurements are located to fault zone segments
which have such shear lenses and which were involved in the PGF
movements.

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT
The purpose with this study is:
- to obtain a geological-geophysical basis for an optimal
location of detailed studies with deformation measurements,
drill holes and excavations. Of spvcial importance is to
indicate where new fracturing has occurred in the bedrock.
- to obtain an understanding within a broader regional tectonic context for where movements and earthquakes occur
today.
The study is part of the SKB project "Bedrock stability". A
more detailed description of the project is made in (SKB
1986).
The following sub-projects have been performed:
1 - Compilation of existing geological and geophysical data
in an
a) outer area 150 x 200 km where gravity, magnetic,
terrain elevation, terrain relief and geological data
are stored digitally. The maps are reproduced in a
smaller scale in plates 1-5. A set of maps in two sheets
1:250 000 have been prepared from these data sets, and in
b) an inner irea 20 x 45 km located around the Lansjärv
PGF where existing detailed surveys are compiled in 6 map
sheets 1:20 000. Report by Henkel and Wallberg (1987).
2 - Additional airphoto studies to localize outcrops along
larger fault zones. Report by Sundh and Wahlroos (1987).
3 - Additional ground geophysical measurements in profiles of
magnetic field, VLF and slingram anomalies across larger
fault zones. Model calculations for dip determinations of
fault zones. Report by Arkko and Lind (1988) and Arkko
(1988).
4 - Tectonic-geological reconnaissance in the inner area.
Report by Talbot (1986).
5 - Photogrammetic leveling of highest shoreline levels.
Report by Sundh and Wahlroos (1988).
6 - Integrated analysis of basic data compiled in sub-project
la. This repoit, plate 6, Tectonic Interpretation Map and
report by Henkel (1988) .

1.2

PREVIOUS STUDIES IN THE LANSJÄRV AREA
The postglacial fault scarps at Lansjärv represent the
southernmost known larger set of r.uch scarps. Two studies
have been performed in the area, t;he first in 1981 reported

in Lagerbäck and Wicschard (1983) and Henkel ec al. (1983).
was made for SKB and describes che PGF system geologically
and geophysically. It was concluded that the PGF interact
with other structures as the fault scarp height shows steps
across such structures. Most such structures are other faults
and together with the PGF displayed strong VLF anomalies
indicating considerable amounts of water and conducting material. The other study, financed by NFR and SKB,
concentrated on problems related to the interaction with
other faults, the termination or continuation of PGF
movements. It is concluded that the PGF end in the vicinity
of large regional scale fault zones and there interact with
the numerous faults occurring in the associated km-sized
shear lenses. The PGF generally cut other faults with a few
exceptions. Refraction seismic profiles across the PGF scarps
appear to indicate a shallow dip for several of the PGF
branches. This work is reported in Her.kel and Wallberg
(1988).

1.3

RESULTS FROM THE NORDKALOTT PROJECT
The compilation of the Aeromagnetic Interpretation Map
(Henkel 1 9 8 J ) in the Nordkalott project shows that the linear
magnetic dislocations in the Lansjärv area are part of
larger structures which extend for several 100 km. They
strongly disrupt the Svecokarelian lithological pattern and
could be followed under the Caledonian rock units to the
coast of N Norway. Across the NW-trending set of major zones,
a change in the patterns of sub-Caledonian basin formation
can be seen, indicating fault activity in late Proterozoic
time. The NW-striking magnetic dislocations approach the
Norwegian coast where the Senja Fracture zone formed in the
oceanic crust at about; -58 Ma. Single magnetic markers along
the NV-dislocations show displacements in both sinistral and
dextral sense up to about 45 km.
Along the N-trending set of major zones, several large lithological discontinuities can be seen in the interpretation
map. The most important are the termination to the east of
the 60 km wide schist belt SW of Rovaniemi, the bend in the
Pajala-Kolari greenstone belt and the termination to the east
of the Karasjokk greenstone belt N of Kautokeino. Magnetically, the N-trending set of major fault zones terminates at
the Seiland Caledonian intrusive. These features have also
been recognized by Berthelsen and Marker (1986), who have
named the zone Bothnian Megashear and interpret it as a
repeatedly active (with reversed senses) Proterozoic shear
zone.
The N-trending lineaments south of Pajala are associated with
a significant change in gravity caused by a step (down to the
east) of intermediate density crust. This is illustrated in a
series of model calculations in Arkko (1986).

1.4

BASIC DATA USED FOR THIS STUDY
A new approach has been attempted for this study by using an
image analyzing system for the combined interpretation of

aeromagne tic elevation relief data and gravity data. Now the
dpta can be analyzed using the maximal (with respect to the
measurements) spatial and functional resolution. For the
aeromagnetic measurements this implies a 5 times higher functional resoltuion as compared to the previously available
maps (i.e. 20 nT instead of 100). The combination of aeromagnetic and elevation data turned out to be a very efficient
tool for the mapping of fault patterns. The basic data sets
provided for this study have the following specifications:

resolution
spatial (m)

functional

data provided by

aeromagnetic
total field
anomaly

200 x 200

20 nT

Geological Survey of Sweden
and Finland

gravity

400 x 400

0.2 mgal

Geological Survey of Sweden
and Finland and Swedish Land
Survey

elevation

100 x 100

2 m

Swedish Land Survey

type

Geological Survey of Sweden

bedrock
geclogy

A set of maps dividing the study area into two sheets on the
scale 1:250 000 have been prepared for each of the data sets.
The functional resolution in these maps is lower than in the
orginal data sets as only about 40 color levels can be
visually discriminated. The Tectonic Interpretation Map has
been prepared with the image analyzing system in 50 y. 50 km
quadrangles and was subsequently compiled and plotted in the
desired scale with an electrostatic plotter.

1.5

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THIS STUDY
Contributions to this study have been made by:
Vesa Arkko and Jonas Lind, field geophysical measurements and
model calculations,
Bo Wallberg, refraction seismics and detailed ground geophysical interpretations,
Mats Wedel and Herbert Henkel, image analysis and model
calculations,
Jan-Eric Wahlroos, determination of highest shore line
levels,
Martin Sundh, determination of outcrops along major
fault zones,
Nils Dahlberg, morphologic study of low angle fault zones.
Karin Hult and Ingemar Lindgren, preparation of aeromagnetic
map,
Lars Stenberg and Sandy Larkin, preparation of gravity map,

Christian Elvehage and Pentti Kaasila, preparation of
topographic relief map,
Thomas Sjöstrand and Staffan Zetterlund, preparation of
geological map,
Herbert Henkel and Jan Hultstrom, preparation of tectonic
interpretation map,
Herbert Henkel, preparation of profiles.
This multidisciplinary study has been coordinated by Herbert
Henkel, who is also responsible for the scientific setting
and the conclusions made. In parallel with this study,
numerous contacts with other scientific institutions were
made. These are:
Geological Surveys of Finland, Norway, California and Canada,
Geodetic Institute of Finland,
Geodetic Survey of Finland and Sweden,
Technical Survey of Luleå and Helsinki,
University of Uppsala and Santa Barbara,
Swedish National Defense Research Institute,
Gas and Petroleum Research Institute Canada,
Swedish Space Corporation
The results of this study have regularly been reported to the
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co.
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Fig. 1. Location of study area.

2.

METHODS

2.1

MAGNETICS
Aeromagnetic measurements, originally made with 200 m line
spacing and 30 m flight altitude, were transformed to a
200 x 200 m grid by selecting every 5th measurement along
the flight lines. These data have been used to enhance and
complete the study of magnetic dislocations performed in the
first Lansjärv study (Henkel et al. 1983) and in the aeromagnetic interpretation map of the Nordkalott project (Henkel
1986). The following criteria were used to identify the
magnetic dislocations reported here:
- linear or curved discordant magnetic minima caused by
oxidation in fracture zones,
- displacements of magnetic reference structures including
magnetic contacts, patterns and dykes,
- linear or curved magnetic gradients
The tendency in earlier interpretations to stress the
straight aspect of lineaments has been modified to include
also curved linear segments. The Lansjärv area contains
numerous magnetic lithologies and structures which allow a
rather detailed magnetic mapping of faults and fractures. The
magnetic dislocations were digitized and entered into the
image analyzing system.
Ground magnetic profiles, about 1 km long, have been measured
(together with electromagnetic methods) on 34 selected minimum complexity locations across some major fault zones. These
measurements were made with 20 m spaced readings to increase
the spatial and functional resolution. Small scale structures
cause considerable noice in some of these measurements. Both
the ground and aeromagnetic measurements were used for dip
calculations of major faults and fractures. These
calculations are based on:
- knowledge of rock susceptibilicies,
- modelling where the model anomaly is iterative brought to
coincide with che measured anomaly, in several steps,
- restriction of the sense of dip using the slingram
anomalies.
The network pati-arn of larger fault zones is very obvious.
The width of single fault zones is often several 100 m. The
entire fault system can be followed for several 100 km to the
N and NW. An example of a set of ground geophysical profiles
is shown in fig. 2. The complete documentation of all
measured profiles is given in Arkko and Lind (1988).
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Fig. 2 Example of combined ground geophysical profile Zone B. Profile 7.
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2.2

ELECTROMAGNETICS
VLF profiles with 20 m spacing, using either the GBR or the
JXZ transmitter, were made on 25 selected locations along the
major i'ault zones. VLF anomalies arise due to conductivity
chan&es in -he uppermost 200 m of the crust. The method is
very sensitive but is disturbed by power lines and telephone
lines 'inch locations were thus avoided). In most cases the
magnetic and VLF indications coincide, however the VLV method
gives additional information on smaller non-oxidized faults
than the magnetics. It also discriminates zones of different
conductivity within the fault zone.
Slingram measurements with 100 m coil spacing, using a 16 kHz
signal, were made along the same profiles as the VLF and magnetic measurements. The slingram method gives information on
the location width and sense of dip of conductors in the
uppermost 100 m of the crust and the soil cover. These
measurements were used to constrain the magnetic model calculations. The details of within zone conductivity shown by the
VLF measurements are also reflected in the slingram
measurements.
In-situ resistivity measurements with the VLF method and
slingram with coil spacing of 4 m provide information about
the soil conductivity (by the slingram method) and the conductivity of the nearest rock units (by a combination of
these two measurements). Such measurements allow more
detailed studies of the width of fault zones and the nature
of the uppermost rocks within them by discriminating between
weathered and normal crystalline rocks.

2.3

GRAVITY
These measurements were made along roads with 1-3 km station
spacing. Elevations were obtained from contoured maps in the
scale 1:20 000. Gravity anomalies are caused by density contrasts associated with structures in the crust. Compared with
magnetic and electromagnetic methods, only rather large
structures will be visible. These include large displacements
along fault zones, major unconformities ard changes in
crustal thickness. Gravity anomalies were used for
calculations of the general dip down to about 7 km of major
fault zones. In these calculations the magnetic modelling
results were used as a constraint. Knowledge of rock
densities is necessary for these calculations (made with the
same modelling technique as for magnetics). Due to the
ambiguity of the method, only limiting dips can be obtained
(unless the upper surface of the buried structures can be
determined independently). Combined interpretation of gravity
magnetic and seismic velocity data would restrict the
structural ambiguity considerably.

2.4

ELEVATION ABOVE SEA LEVEL
Coloring of topographic maps in connection with studies of
meteorite impact sites has revealed the potential of tectonic

information in elevation data. The relief technique demonstrated by Elvehage (1986) has further stressed the value of
digital elevation information and digital image manipulation
techniques. In the Lansjärv area, 100 m spaced elevation data
were accessible to the project from the Swedih Geodetic
Survey. These data have an elevation resolution of about 2 m.
The tectonic information reflected in the morphology is also
affected by erosion and glaciation processes. Displacements
of morphologic reference structures will indicate lateral
movements of faults. Erosion cuts faster into the crystalline
rocks where they are more fractured. Glacial processes will
enhance or obliterate pre-glacial tectonic imprints depending
mainly on the direction and intensity of ice flow. Post
glacial tectonics will distort glacial patterns which occasionally can be seen in the elevation data. A first glance at
the elevation data gives an immediate understanding of their
value for tectonic interpretations. Digital image analyzing
techniques can further enhance specific trends in the data.
Prominent featuras can be sorted out from fainc or sharp features. The overall impression of obvious lens shaped topographic/tectonic units indicates the importance of longtime
strike slip fault movements. Also pull-apart basins and push- together ridges immediately show the effects of vertical
displacements associated wich strike slip movements. If an
age could be assigned to the morphology, it would be possible
to obtain also the rate of fault movement. Figure "? shows
with a simplistic approach how lateral fault movements can
relate to gråben subsidence.

TENSION GRÅBEN (skjuv-sänka)

displaced volume = subsided volume

when d i 2b

f<sl/b

(displacement)
f

ssfb/l

Fig. 3. Simple relation between fault displacement and subsidence in
a pull-apart gråben.

2.5

SEISMIC REFRACTION
The seismic refraction method (geophone spacing 5 m) has been
used for the location of fracture zones, depth to the bedrock
determination and mapping of PGF faults down to the bedrock.
Fault zones other than the PGFs were located by using ground
VLF measurements. Refraction seismics also give information
about the occurrence of weathered b-drock and should therefore be used more extensively for the mapping of chis reference structure. The seismic profiles are reported in Wållberg and Henkel (1987). Profiles across PGF scarps indicate
that low angle thrusting may occur on most of them.

RESULTS

3.1

DIP AND WIDTH DETERMINATIONS OF LARGE FAULT ZONES
Figure 4 shows an example of a dip determination were magnetic measurements are used with a modelling programme.
Together with the dip, also the width of the zone is
obtained. All model calculations are reported in Arkko
(1988). Normally a distinct anomaly is obtained when magnetic
rocks are cut by an oxidized fault zone (Henkel and Guzman
1977), or when fault movements have juxtaposed rocks with
different magnetizations. In all these cases the shape of the
anomaly is very sensitive to the dip of the most magnetic
structure, which can be determined within 5 degrees. In
ground magnetic profiles, small local structures can generate
considerable noise and therefore a combination of aeromagnetic (lower noise level but less spatial resolution) and
ground measurements (higher resolution of critical shape
details) were used in the modelling. In the slingram measurements, an asymmetric anomaly indicates dipping sources which
in many cases represents a definite constraint of the sense
of dip. Also the VLF anomalies tend to develop asymmetry over
dipping conductors. In those cases where the magnetic anomaly
is caused by one magnetic contact only, the ground VLF resistivity constrains the width of the fault zone. This width is
obtained when upper layer conductivity known from slingrara
measurements with small coil separation is used for the
determination of the second layer (the bedrock) resistivity.
A compilation of second layer resistivities found in the
measured profiles is shown in figure 5.
A compilation of dip determinations is shown in figure 6. The
dips of N-S-striking larger fault zones is mainly near
vertical, the typical dip being 35 degrees to the east. The
dips of the NW-SE-striking larger fault zones have a bimodal
distribution with typical dips being 65 degrees to the NE and
60 degrees to the SW respectively. The frequencey of SW dips
is higher.
Where large fault zones are also associated with distinct
gravity gradients, a combined interpretation with magnetic
and gravity modelling can give information about the deeper
continuation of the fault zone. The gravity anomaly arises
typically when large lateral displacements juxtapose structures with different densities. Figure 7 gives an example of

10
such a combined interpretation. As no dense rocks are known
at the surface, a buried denser body must be introduced in
the model, which increases the ambiguity of the result. As
constraint to the fault dip, the magnetic dip determination
is used in the upper 1 km of the ctust. Depending on the
depth to the top of the dense body, the dip for the next few
km can vary between 25 degrees and the surface dip of 70
degrees. The dip cannot be steeper than the surface dip nor
dip to the other direction. More calculations can be made in
the area but have not been attempted at this stage of the
work.
Notice that the faulted edge of the higher density structure
is obtained by strike-slip motion.
In figures 8 and 9 the modelled dips and width are shown with
their locations. Further dip determinations can be made at
many places.
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Fig. 4. Magnetic model calculation of NW zone at profile 7.
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Fig. 5. Second layer (bedrock) resistivities from combined interpretation
of ground VLF resistivity and (small coil separation) slingram
measurements.
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Fig. 6. Dip determinations on major NW and N-trending fault zones.
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3.2

TECTONIC INTERPRETATION MAP, plate 6
The tectonic interpretation map illustrates the interpretations of the aeromagnetic measurements, the terrain elevation
and morphology, and the model calculations. A classification
of smaller shear lenses and other morphologic features
indicative of positive and negative block movements has also
been attempted. Maximum resolution of all the datasets has
been used in the digital image analyzing system EBBA II. In
this system, the primary data are stored as image matrices
500 x 50C x 255 while interpretations are made and stored in
up to 7 graphical matrices 500 x 500 x 1, each with its own
color. The following steps were performed in areas 50 x 50 km
in size:
- updating of previous aeromagnetic interpretations and digitazation,
- updating using aeromagnetic anomalies and their relief,
- updating using terraine elevation relief,
- classification of shear lenses using updated lineaments and
terrain elevation,
- dip determinations, names and other symbols added,
- plot of all graphical matrices to a map in 1:250 000 scale.
Three distinct systems of lineaments dominate the study area,
the steep NW-SE and N-S striking zones and the low angle
dipping NNE striking zones. In addition, weak E-W and SW-NE
striking morphologic lineaments occur. The steep systems contain a number of very prominent fault zones in a lens like
pattern. These lenses are more elongated in the N-S system.
Each swarm of steep lineaments make up an approximately 50 km
wide fracture zone in which the dominant movement has been
strike-slip. Significant accumulated displacements of different kinds of Precambrian reference structures can be seen
in the aeromagnetic data. Morphologic features appear also to
be displaced.The N-S trending system of lineaments is associated with a major break in the gravity anomalies. This
indicates very different crustal structures on either
sides and very large accumulated block movements. This zone
has been called the Baltic-Bothnian Megashear by Berthelsen
and Marker (1986), who suggested that it started to be active
at about -1.8 Ga. Figures 10 and 11 and the tables in the
next sections show the location and patterns of the 3 major
fault zones. Together, these 3 fault zones define a
3-dimen>ional regional pattern.
A 3et of 14 profiles (A-N in the tectonic interpretation map)
have been prepared, in Henkel (1988), which demonstrate
various aspects of the magnetic and morphologic structures
associated with different fault zone segments.

L
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Fig. 10. Generalized regional fault zone patterns in northern Fennoscandia.
Dotted lines show known PGF scarps (and their names). 1, 2 and 3 are
locations with major lithological discontinuities. H Seiland intrusive province.
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Fig. 11. Compilation of regional lineaments. Each square is 50*50 km Reference
to map system at frame. Letters A-G and a-c denote some of the major fault
zone segments treated in the text.
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3.3

THE NW STEEP SYSTIM OF LINEAMENTS
In the following table the general properties of this lineament set are summarized. The map of figure 11 shows the main
fault zone segments in the study area. Letters A-E refer to
the report by Arkko (1987), and fig. 11.

fault zone

NW trending

lens dimensions (km)

95 x 20

number of segment length
fault zone nr
(km)
segments

5-6

width dip
recent
(m) (degr) sense of
movement

-

>500

75 km

dextral

A

100

350

70

D

B

150

200

60

D and S

C

>50

200

60

D

F

110

225

60

D

G

70

200

60

S

This approximately 75 km wide system of up to 5 prominent
single faults can be followed NW from just north of the Bay
of Bothnia to and beyond the Island of Senja off the Norwegian coast. In several locations very drastic changes in the
magnetic patterns are observed indicating large displacements. Contours of the depth to the magnetic basement in the
Aeromagnetic Interpretation Map of Northern Fennoscandia
(Henkel 1986) show a change in the occurrence of lace Proterozoic basin which are more frequent to the SW of the fault
zone. It is not yet possible to determine the distribution in
time of these displacements. In the Caledonides however, less
drastic but clearly visible effects along NW lineaments are
found in the region north of Torne Träsk (see map by
Gustavsson (1974). The southwesternmost of the NW trending
lineaments is indicated by only a sharp morphologic
feature - the Lule Älv valley. Displacements in magnetic
reference structures are lacking, indicating that only rather
small (less than 200 m) block movements can have occurred.
Where the lineament bends in the map area 25 K, a large
negative shear lens has developed. To the SW of this
lineament, the fault pattern changes into an angular block
type pattern with only minor block movements. Such angular
patterns are typical for the regions between the large shear
zones. Locally in the Precambrian terraines, rock foliations
are turned into the strike of the NW zones. The general
morphology is also strongly influenced along these zones, it
therefore appears likely that the NW striking fracture zones
have been active since the Precambrian (and may be so at
present). One of the larger lineaments acted as a local side
wall to the Lansjärv PGF west of b in fig. 11. Other
indications of very recent activity can probably be found,
such as local fault scarps associated with shear lenses of
different attitude. Small negative shear lenses (i.e. pull
apart basins) are most likely candidates as indicators of
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recent strike slip movements. A number of such features are
indicated in the tectonic interpretation map and should be
field-checked. The general trend of the Lansjärv PGF is
between 3 major NW lineaments. The PGF however, terminates
within the shear lenses associated with these lineaments,
indicating that such lenses act as strain traps and were
deforming simultaneously (fig. 12). In Henkel and Wallberg
(1987), an analysis of these features is made, based on
detailed ground geophysical measurements.
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Fig. 12. The northern termination of the Lansjärv PGF in the Telmberget
positive shear lens (10 x U km). Map area 27L 3g. Each square is 1«1 km.
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The dip of NW striking major fracture zones is on average 60
degrees to the SW. Figure 6. Edges of some associated shear
lenses dip in the opposite direction, i.e. 60 degrees to the
NE. These dip determinations are based on model calculations
of ground or aeromagnetic profiles located at characteristic
parts of the lineaments. The magnetic model calculations can
not resolve the zones deeper than about 5 x their width (i.e.
about 1 km depth), although the zones may continue to larger
depths. The structural pattern arising from the present
knowledge is that of a 3-dimensional network of shear zones
of different magnitude, dipping to the SW in its top 1 km.
The combined use of magnetic and gravity modelling may
however give a clue to the deeper structure of this network.
The following two hypotheses can be considered, fig. 13.
a - the present erosion level is a random surface through a
3-dimensional network of shear zones with similar horizontal
and vertical geometry,
b - the observed 3-dimensional network is the result of the
proximity to a free surface which can deform vertically. The
network changes geometry deeper in the lithosphere.
In the case a, the deeper structures of the fracture zones
would be similar to the horizontal sample we look at, down
through the brittle part of the crust where it would change
to a ductile set of structures continuing down through the
lithosphere - this is illustrated in figure 13. This hypothesis also requires a continuous variation in the dip of
single fracture zones from SW over vertical to NE - the vertical dips being the most frequent (as the lenses are elongated in plane). This configuration is rather similar to that
presented in Sibson (1977).
In case b, a structural anisotropy is caused by the steadily
upward decreasing vertical load and the occurrence of a discontinuity at the surface. Shear lenses would only develop in
the uppermost regions of the brittle crust. The larger shear
zones would have a continuous dip down and through the
ductile regime of the crust.
Case c is like b, but the fault zone narrows in the ductile
regime of the lithosphere due to strain concentration. This
effect may however depend on the rate of displacements, being
pronounced in periods of strong motions only. The strain
concentration is obtained by thermal softening due to frictional heating (Brun and Cobbold 1980).

2nd order shear lens
fault zone
3rd order shear lens
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Fig. 13. Deep continental faults. Model a with downward continuing network of shear zones is similar to the
model of Sibson (1977). In Model b the fine structure of the network increases towards the free surface.
Model c is similar to b but *: n higher strain rates leading to thermal softening at depth (and rise of the
brittle-ductile transition). See also Brun and Cobbold (1980).
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3.4

THE N STEEP SYSTEM OF LINEAMENTS
In the following table, the general properties of this set of
lineaments are summarized. The map of figure 11 shows the
main fault zone segments in the study area. Letters D-E refer
to the report by Arkko (1987).

fault zone

lens dimen-number of segment length
sions (km) fault zone nr
(km)
segments

width dip
(m) (degr.)

N trending

105 x 10

650

45 km steep E sinistral

D

120

200

80

i/i

E

120

200

75

S

3-4

recent
sense of
movement

This approximately 45 km wide system of faults and lineaments
can be followed from the Bay of Bothnia to the Seiland mafic
intrusive province in northern Norway. In the study area, 3-4
distinct and prominent single zones are noticed. The magnetic
patterns are entirely different on each side of the fault
zone. On the entire length of the zone, 3 very prominent
angular discontinuities are seen in the magnetic patterns
(for location, see fig. 10).
1 - in the southern area 25-26 N, the distinct east-west
banded pattern occurring east of the fault zone terminated
and does not re-occur within the study area,
2 - in the central area at Pajala-Kolari (to the north of the
study area), a possible large sinistral shift of magnetic
patterns associated with an early Proterozoic greenstone belt
can be seen,
3 - in the northernmost area, a strong angular discontinuity
occurs between SW striking early Proterozoic greenstone
structures of the northeastern block and NNW striking greenstones of the SW block.
As the main gravity inflexion lies to the west of the
westernmost N-trending fault zone, a general W dip can be
inferred in the upper 10 km of the crust for this fault
system.
Over large areas, the rock foliation turns into the
north-striking fault system (see geological map area 25M).
The gravity anomalies reflect large scale density contrasts
and changes in crustal composition and thickness. Low gravity
in the eastern block changes to high gravity in the western
block along a pronounced gradient close to the westernmost
major magnetic lineament. Model calculations of these
gradients indicate a major step of about 5 km down to the
east in the crust of intermediate composition (Arkko 1986).
In this respect the north-striking system of faults
represents larger accumulated displacements than the
NW-system. It is yet not possible to determine the sense and
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amount of displacement along the N-S-systera but it appears to
be very large sinistral. Magnetic model calculations show
steeper dips, on average about 90 degrees (with both east and
west local deviations). The general appearance of single
major zones is similar to the NW system. Associated shear
lenses are numerous and several show possible post-glacial
deformation. An example is shown in fig. 26. The shear lenses
associated with the N-system appear also to be more elongated
than those in the NW-system of faults. Some of these shear
lenses contain highly magnetic granites which may be of deep
origin. Several disconnected NW-lineaments occur in between
major northtrending fault zones and some of these also show
indications of recent movements. These lineaments strike more
to the southeast, indicating a dextral rotation of the blocks
between the single north-striking lineaments. An alternative
explanation would be significant block movements which have
emplaced blocks with a different interior fabrics. The
N-S-lineaments continue southwards into the Bay of Bothnia.
One defines a distinct step in the bottom morphology just
south of the study area associated with the occurrence of
Jotnian and Cambrian sediments in the eastern block (Ahlberg
1986).

3.5

THE NNE NEAR HORIZONTAL SYSTEM OF LINEAMENTS
In the following table, the general properties of this set of
lineaments are summarized. The map of figure 11 shows the
main fault zone segment in the study area. Letters a-b refer
to this report.

fault zone

NNE trending

lens dimen- number of segment length
sions (km) fault zone nr
(km)
segments

50 x 2.5

3-5

width dip
(m) (degr)

50?

8 km gentle
SE

35

<300

<5

90

<500

11

50

<300

If

recent
sense of
movement

These lineaments constitute sets of topographic scarps, most
of which have steep WNW facing slopes. The foot of such
slopes is thought to represent zones of weakness allowing
erosion to remove the zone proper and to cut down to the more
resistent parts below and thus forming a gently dipping flat
area to the NW of the scarps. The slope of such gentle ESE
dipping zones is determined by the stratum contours of the
fault scarp as it turns around hills. It is generally low and
only 1-5 degrees to the southeast. Geological field control
Talbot (1987) and VLF profiles show associated flat lying
foliations and asymmetric anomalies typical for gently
dipping conductors. (Figure 14C.) Asymmetric magnetic lows
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are locally associated with these fault zones. The roost
obvious of the PGF movements appear to have occurred in zones
parallel to these lineaments. Figure 14C shows the
distribution of dip estimation of these zones.
In figure 11, all so far determined gently dipping lineaments
are shown with thin white lines. In all 5 sets of such zones
appear, each 5-10 km wide, at the surface (representing a
width of approximately 300 m) and with 30-40 km spacing
between zones in the horizontal (representing a spacing or
approximately 2.5 km). The gently dipping zones are interrupted by the NW and N striking fault systems indicating
simultaneous movements of all 3 systems or younger movements
of the steep faults.
Some other characteristic morphologic patterns seem to be
associated with the gently dipping zones. Rather steep
hillsides above several of the indicated zones rise, to form
a WNW oriented wedge. Gentler dips are observed to the
east. Within these wedges numerous gently dipping surfaces
appear, so that the wedge resembles a pile of thrust flakes.
These structures rise above the average elevation of the
surroundings.
Apart from the 3 major fault systems, no other dislocation
directions seem to occur on the regional scale. Ir a few
places, especially in the southwestern area, minor east
striking lineaments can be observed in the morphology and the
relief of the elevation data. These and other similar
structures with small extent (and normally not visible in the
aeromagnetic data) are indicated with a separate color in the
map. Some represent rather sharp structures and may be of
recent origin. Smaller features, clearly discordant to the
glacial structures, may be of post-glacial origin and are
indicated as suspected PGF:s.

Figure UC
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3.6

HIGHEST SHORE LINE (HS) DETERMINATIONS
The map of che location of Che highest (post glacial) shore
line is constructed from stereoscopic elevation determinations on a large number of sites of different type. All
determinations are reported in Sundh and Wahlroos (1987).
These data were compiled to a separate 1:250 000 map. The
average accuracy is about 3 m.
The HS pattern shows a general curving trend around the Bay
of Bothnia. The minimum elevation is around 160 m and the
maximum elevation is around 220 m. Only a few meters local
changes can be seen and it is uncertain if these reflect
differential block movements. Therefore the regional trend of
the highest shoreline has been constructed by smoothing the
10 m contours and by interpolating intermediate 1 m contours
by eye. This smoothed bend is shown in fig. 14A. Next the
differences between observed elevations and the regional
trend were calculated. Numerous areas with deviations from 0
occur. The map area can be divided into three regions with
different aspects of the HS deviations from the regional »
trend. This division follows the westernmost N-trending fault
zone and the southwesternmost NW-trending fault zone. In fig.
14B a comparison is made between che distribution of the HS
residuals in each area. Area II, which lies in the central
part of the study area (where the regional trend is best
defined), shows a positive residual distribution which is
centered around +2.2 m (above the regional trend). Area III
shows a negative distribution around -2 m (below the regional
trend) and area I shows both a small negaCive and a positive
residual distribution. The distributions around 0 deviation
indicate the scatter in the observed HS values and in the
regional fit.
The results can be interpreted as a slight rise of the central block of about 2 m wich respect to surrounding areas and
a slight subsidence of block III ~f about 2 m. The local distribution of residuals, togecher wich che location of major
faulc zones, may indicate areas where measurable displacements of HS occur. More precise levellings of the indications
would improve the resolution of this method in those particular areas. The expected displacements due to tectonic disturbancies during the last 8000 years are rather small but
the obtained results encourage further studies.
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Fic 14A. Distribution of HS determinations and regional trend.
• - o show locations with positive, negative and no deviation from
the regional trend, respectively.
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3.7

THE POST-GLACIAL FAULT SCARPS, PGF
The post glacial fault scarps have previously been described
in Lagerbäck and Witschard (1983) and Henkel et al. (1983).
All geophysical measurements in an inner 40 x 20 km area
around the faults are documented in Henkel and Wallberg
(1988). The previous known faults consist of a northern,
almost 15 km long scarp facing towards NW, with different
scarp heights, an approximately 10 km long irregular scarp
facing NW, having its sidewall in a prominent NW oriented
fault zone segment, an appr. 5 km N-S oriented scarp facing
east in the central area and a southern, about 5 km long
scarp facing WNW. Figure 15. All branches except the Central
N-S striking one appear to dip gently to the southeast or
east. As there is normally rather small topographic relief,
the dips can be estimated with stratum contours only at
Mäjärvberget, where it is about 12 degrees and at
Storsaiviskölen, where it is about 10 degrees. The seismic
refraction profiles of these low angle branches are shown in
figure 16 (left side from north to south). In these profiles,
the topographic scarp is usually located above a bedrock
surface inclined in the opposite direction. In some profiles,
this surface rises again to the southeast or east. In profile
26 at the souther branch, the bedrock surface rises under the
scarp. Contrary to these configurations, the bedrock surface
rises under the elevated terrain in the N-S oriented fault
scarp and in the sidewall of the Risträskkölen thrust flake.
These faults therefore, have been interpreted as steeply
dipping. Figure 16, right side. The postglacial faults appear
to interact with NW-trending major fault zone segments and
with minor NW-trending faults (indicated in figure 15, Henkel
and Wallberg op.cic). At the northern and southern
terminations, the fault scarps disappear in the 3rd order
shear lenses associated with large NW-trending fault z o m
segments.
Terrain relied studies in the area reveal several rather
sharp minor steps in the terrain which can be interpreted as
fault traces. These indications are shown in figure 17. The
nature of these structures should be field checked. The
entire set of PGF scarps is located within an approxir itely
5 km wide zone with several gently dipping faults interpreted
from topographic maps and elevation data. This zone is about
60 km long and appears to be interrupted by transecting NW
fault zone segments. The location of the PGF scarps within
this NNE-trending zone indicates that mo^t of the post
glacial fault movements may have occurred by reactivation of
faults of the NNE trending gently dipping fault zone.
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STRIKE SLIP FAULT PATTERNS

4.1

GENERAL PATTERNS
In the plate tectonic concept, strike slip faults are
necessary to accommodate stress from divergent plate motions.
Several large strike-slip fault systems have been described
in the literature such as the Alpine Fault (In New Zealand),
the San Andreas Fault system (in California). Apart from
large accumulated ofsets of structures, a typical network
pattern of lens shaped structures occurs in the relief. Subsidence basins and horsts with km scaled vertical displacements occur, features which are more obvious than the main
fault scarps. As soon as compression or tension is involved
in the kinematics, major adjustments of the earths free
surface occur. It appears also as if strike slip alone is the
least frequent situation. Distribution of earthquakes along a
section of the San Andreas FZ occur in an irregular pattern
both in strike and perpendicular to the strike as shown in
figure 18. All earthquakes are located in the upper 12 km of
the crust, thus defining its brittle layer. Aftershocks,
following a major slip on the main fault, seem to distribute
within adjacent strike slip shear, lenses thereby adjusting
the free surface (Sibson 1986). The size of shear lenses
varies in scale from crusral to local. The reason for their
existence is the tendency to create or destroy space in crust
as a response to extension or compression. The associated
features at the earth surface include all kinds of faults and
folding. Older structures respond to new stress fields by
reactivation of suitable fractures. The accumulated effects
may therefore be of considerable complexity.
Morphologic studies will however focus on the most recent
development of a fault zone. Continued block movements along
a fault, will enhance or destroyed earlier structures.
Enhancement increases the scale of features while destruction
will create a complex pattern of structures. The inversion of
earlier features will face the interpreter with especial
difficulties. In figure 19, sets of typical strike-slip
related features are noted and some might be found in the
morphology if sought. See also examples in Deng et al.
(1986).
Extensive flow of water can be expected within each fault
zone, and a continuous break down into clay minerals will
take place down to considerable depth (which varies with the
geothermal gradient). Such flows could dissolve and
precipitate metals and contribute to the low electrical
resistivity observed in fault zones and to the pervasive
oxidation (especially of magnetite to hematite), creating
typical low magnetic anomalies, Henkel and Guzman (1977).
The 3-dimensional pattern of strike slip faults is still not
well defined. The complex pattern displayed by exhumed fault
zones indicated that they penetrate deep into the crust dovn
to highest grade metamorphic conditions. All kinds of fault
related structures can commonly be found simultaneously
in one zone. These include mylonites, earthquake melts and
fault gauges. The faults were thus active when deep. Will the
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dtps be constant or will the increased lithostatic pressure
impose a different structural style? In addition, the
lithosphere is laminated, with regard to the distribution of
brittle-ductile behavior.
Studies in mines to about 1 km depth indicate a slightly
curved shape of fault surfaces, similar to that in the horizontal plane (Wallace and Horris 1979). Figure 20. Magnetic
model calculations on oxidized zones in the Lansjärv area,
fig. 4, suggest that the surface dip is maintained to about
1 km depth. Gravity modelling indicates a maintained surface
dip to about 7 km depth, but at greater depth, shallower dips
are also possible. Compressional and tensional stresses may
also favor different structural styles as well as the orientation of these stress fields in relation to the fault
pattern.
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Fig. 18. Distribution of earthquake locations at San Andreas FZ
projected in a plane perpendicular to fault strike (above) After
Hanks (1979) and parallel to fault strike (below); contours represent
5 and 10 earthquake per unit area during the observation period.
After Liechti and Zoback (1979).
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4.2

EXAMPLES FROM ACTIVE FAULT ZONES
Fault zones with large and rapid displacements tend to
develop the most obvious patterns of fault induced structures. The San Andreas (and related) fault system is an
example of a high speed (about 8 cm a ) continental plate
boundary which has all characteristics of large scale strike-slip associated deformations imprinted on the surrounding
crust. The system consists of several major faults (among
which the San Andreas FZ is one), each with.large displacements and displacement rates (several cm a ) . Considerable
mapping has been made along various sections of this fault
system. Figure 21 shows an example of a large scale shear
lens structure (about 110 x 20 km) mapped by Dibblee (1973)
containing thrusted older rock formations along the outer
edge. The lens thus once belonged to a shear horst and has
subsequently been displaced along the fault. Examples of very
long transported lithologies are known along the San Andreas
fault zone. In figure 22, two small scale structures typical
for strike slip faulting are shown. The Coyote Creek dextral
strile slip fault makes a compressional step-over which
induced folding in a 7 x 2 km positive shear lens. Lower
stratigraphic levels of sediments are exposed in the lens
which was expelled by shearing. (Sharp, 1979).
For the Himalayas, where active faulting is induced in the
upper crust by plate movements, numerous examples of very
recent faulting are demonstrated in Armijo et al. (1986).
From this publication, an example of a recent strike slip
fault wih tensional step over is shown in figure 19. The step
over creates an angular subsidence basin or negative shear
lens of about 1 x 1.2 km. The lens is bounded by normal
faults and contains a (near) angular lake. The examples of
figures 21 and 22 represent 2nd, 3rd, and 4th order shear
lenses according to their sizes. Shear basins (pull-apart
basins) of larger size are known from many areas and it is
very likely that the Precambrian and Paleozoic gråben structures In Scandinavia are of similar origin. The Muhos gråben
in the northern part of the Bay of Bothnia is the nearest
known example to the study area.

I

Fig. 21. Part of San Andreas FZ at Carrizo Plain.
Positive shear lens appr 110 km long with older strata exposed
in shaded area, trend of fold axes indicated with short lines,
thrusts are shown with barbed lines. From Dibblee (1973).
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COYOTE CREEK FAULT (California). After Sharp (1979)
Shaded area contains eroded lower stratigraphic levels.

1 km

landslides
]and
mud flows

Ggjlake

Irecent faults

Fig. 22. Examples of shear ienses, positive (compressional} above,
from Sharp (1979) and negative (tensional) below, from Armijo et al.
(1987). (Himalayas)

DISCUSSION

5.1

REGIONAL SETTING
The oldest rocks of the region occur in a jmall dome of
Archean basement in the map area 25 N. The rest of the study
area is occupied by rocks which are thought to have been
deformed, metamorphosed and intruded during the Svecokarelian
orogeny 1.9-1.7 Ga ago (see Geological Map of Northern
Fennoscandia, 1986). The area is now dominated by Svecokarelian granitoids. A few dyke swarns of younger Proterozoic age
occur and at the southern margin of the area a set of alkaline dykes intruded at -1.1 Ga (Kresten et al. 1977). At the
end of the Precambrian, the region was peneplained and outside the study areas, autochthonous Cambrian sediments are
preserved. These occur at about 1000 m above sea level at the
front of the Caledonian thrust units, about 200 km to the
west of the study area and in the Muhos fault gråben below
sea level, about 50 km to the southeast of the study area. It
is likely that the area was again eroded during the Tertiary
when the crystalline basement was deeply weathered. Remnants
of this weathering may be found locally when protected in
downfaulted blocks. Several g'aciations in the Quaternary
have changed the morphology to its present shape.
Parallel with the rock forming processes, tectonic activity
displaced and deformed crustal units. Shortly after the formation of the Svecokarelian crust, Berthelsen and Marker
(1986) suggest large scale displacements along strike-slip
megashears along N-S lineaments in the Baltic-Bothnian zone
and NW-SE lineaments in the Rahe-Ladoga zone. This zone
appears about 60 km to the south of the study area and to the
east of the Baltic-Bothnian Megashear. On these zones,
movements were both sinistral and dextral and resulted in a
net 120 to 160 km sinistral displacment along the N-S zone.
The existence of late Paleozoic alkaline intrusives at Kalix
and Paleozic sediments in the Muhos gråben indicate repeated
tectonic activity and possible reactivation of the
Svecokarelian Megashears.
The plate tectonic situation (fig. 23) indicates a period
during the Tertiary, when the regional lineaments again were
active. The Senja fracture zone and its fossil trace along
the Western Barents Sea continental edge lines up with the
Bothnian-Senja system of NU-lineaments through the Lansjärv
study area. It is very likely that this zone was active not
only just outside Senja at -58 Ma when the first ocean crust
of the Atlantic rift formed in the area. In the early stages
of the Atlantic opening, the Tertiary fold belt in western
Svalbard (Harland 1979) and northeasternmost Greenland
(Schack Pedersen and Håkansson 1987) are large scale examples
of compressive strike slip block movements. In the western
Barents Sea, basin development occurs in late Tertiary times.
Present lithospheric stresses are induced by the plate
motion, remaining glacial rebound, and continued changes in
plate tectonic patterns. The continued cooling and thickening
of the oceanic crust induces flow of mantle material under
the continental lithosphere and generates continuous rise and

tilt of the continental edge. Differential opening rates in
the Arctic and North Atlantic oceans will induce stresses
into the surrounding continental blocks which are likely to
be released in existing fault systems. Several 100 km of post
glacial fault scarps have been detected in a restricted area
between and around the extension of the two large fault zones
of the study area - as indicated in figure 10. These mark a
late episode of increased tectonic activity of the area.
Figure 24 contains an extension south of the study area,
showing the location of the Muhos gråben.

Fig. 23. ===== Plate boundary in N Atlantic and Arctic oceans
**^* approx. edge of continental crust »-58 Ma approx. ages
of oceanic crust. s*~ Major fault zones. A Displaced Tertiary
fold belt, B recent <5 Ma sedimentary loading, C Lansjarv
area, D location of Muhos gråben (^Paleozoic age).
Background map from Kovacs et. al. (1986).

5.2

STRAIN INDICATORS
In the following table, strain indicators have been listed
with their approximate ages and method of detection when
covered. The strain markers indicate the net accumulated displacement (since their formation) across a fault, or in the
case of foliations etc, the general orientation of movements.
Reference will be made to some map examples.

strain indicator

age

method

displacement

Svecokarelian rock
boundaries

1.6 Ga

magnetic

lateral and
vertical

bedrock tectonic
mapping

horizontal
and vertical

foliations, lineations, Proterozoic to
mylonites,pseudotachy- Tertiary?
lites
dykes

Mid-Proterozoic

magnetic

lateral
dominates

Caledonian structures

Mesozoic

bedrock mapping

lateral and/
or vertical

Tertiary land surface

Tertiary

elevation data
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II
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vertical and
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levelling

vertical

With increasing age, more and more complex deformation
patterns will be imprinted in fault zones. As erosion progresses, structures of the deeper parts of a zone will be
overprinted by structures created in shallower conditions.
The most recent fault movements leave imprints in the middle
crust and in the most fractured part of the fault. At the
surface these imprints will be erased by erosion almost as
soon as they form.

Displacements of Svecokarelian rock boundaries are abundant
along the NW striking faults of the Bothnian-Senja fault
zone. These displacements are often several km both dextral
and sinistral. Examples are found in the map area 26 L
(aeromagnetic map). Some segments of the larger fault zone
show a pronounced cut through strongly parallel foliated
rocks. This is especially typical on the N-S trending fault
zone segments of the Bothnian-Seiland fault zone. Examples
are in the map area 26M (geological map).
Proterozoic dykes (dyke swarms) are seen in several locations
(figure 11). The dykes in the block west of the N-S trending
Bothnian-Seiland fault zone occur as magnetic slightly
arcuate structures cutting Svecocarelian rock boundaries. The
dykes indicated in the eastern block are low magnetic and
crosscutting. It is unclear if these dyke swarms belong to
the same intrusion event. They appear to be cut by some of
the major fault zone segments in each of the two steep fault
zones. In the western block, the dykes bend when close to the
fault zone segments, indicating increasing strain towards the
zone. The different parts of the dyke swarms cannot be
matched together unless very large displacements are involved
(up to 50-100 km). Another interpretation is the formation by
en-echelong intrusions during a period of oblique shear
stresses.
Caledonian structures (location of autochthonous rocks
thrust units) appear displaced along several faults in the
area north of Torne Träsk. A total lateral displacement of
30 km can be inferred on 3 faults. More detailed mapping in
some critical areas would be necessary for definite
calculation of displacements. See map by Gustavsson (1974).
The occurrence of Jotnian sediments in the Muhos Gråben about
50 km to the southeast and Cambrian sediments to the south of
the study area indicates significant tectonic movement during
and after the sedimentation. Further south, large regions of
the Bothnian Sea and Bay were also involved. Along the
continuation of the westernmost N-S trending lineaments into
the Bay of Bothnia (and just south of the study area), a
distinct step in the bottom morphology of about 50 m
indicates where Jotnian and Cambrian sediments are
downfaulted to the east.
The Tertiary land surface remained after the erosion of
paleozoic sediments. Most morphologic features in the study
area are likely to be remnants of this surface. Displacements
of such features are seen along several of the major fault
zone segments. In the map area 26L, the NW-trending Vuotta
fault zone segment and the N-trending Kalix älv fault zone
segment have distinct displacement features. (See elevation
relief maps). The elevation data show a pronounced horst or
rise NE of the Lule Älv fault zone segment. In the Tertiary a
new plate boundary formed just off the Norwegian coast at
Senja and the NW-trending fault zone acted as transform fault
between the Atlantic and the Arctic rifts.
As shown previously, active strike slip faults will induce
considerable vertical displacements and changes in the
morphology where they curve. When these displacements are

faster than erosion, a net contribution will accumulate in
the morphology. The simple relation between fault
displacement and shear lens subsidence in chapter 4.1
indicates that a fault displacement of 1 mm a
will induce a
subsidence of 1 mm a
in a basin which is twice as deep as
it is wide and has a triangalar cross section. In 10 years,
up to 10 m subsidence will have occurred. This simple
relation can be used as first approximation of strain rates
when the dimensions and age of a subsidence basin are known.
Quaternary sediments and shore lines are strain indicators
for the most recent fault movements. The post glacial faults
were first detected because of their conspicious redistribution of the moraine layers. Other structures which also would
be indicative of fault movements and which are observed on
earth quake ruptures at the surface have no c yet been looked
for in a systematic way. Such structures are wrinkle ridges,
tension cracks in addition to the mentioned shear lenses.
Precise levelling and dating of shore lines would also reveal
any fault induced displacements.
Precise levelling along roads would indicate the vertical
component of any current movements.
Fig. 25-27 show structures interpreted as indicative of
rather recent displacements. Full lines represent regional
fault zone segments determined by aeromagnetic
interpretation. Broken lines represent local faults
interpreted from photography. The precise ages of such
structures are however unknown.
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Fig. 2A. Major fault zones in study area and location of
Muhos Gråben. (Jotnian sediments). Cambrian sediments
occur just west of the gråben (shaded) (Ahlberg 1986).
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Fig. 25. The Vitberget displaced 4th order positive shear lens
(shaded). Map area 26L 7g. Grid size 1 x 1 km.
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Fig. 26. The Luojärvi 4th order negative shear lens (shaded).
Map area 27M 7e. Grid size 1x1 km.
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Fig. 27. The Risträsket 4th order negative shear lens (shaded)
and the Risträskkölen PGF thrust flake. Map area 26L 4e. Grid
size 1x1 km.
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ESTIMATED STRAIN RATES

5.3

In the following table, estimated minimum averaged to present
strain rates are listed. They have been computed from total
displacements across a fault zone or a single fault.
time
displacement

1.5 Ga
30 km

500 Ma
30 km

nr ot
faults

200 Ma
>200 km

4

-1 0.005

rate mm a

50 Ma
1.6 km

8 ka
10-2 m

present

0.6-0.1

0.1

1

0.02

>0.25

0.03

Vitberget Risträsk
pos. shear Luojärvi
lens
neg. shear
lenses

structure

NW and N
zones
Svecokarelian
rocks

Caledonian
front

Devonian
Svalbard

reference
other than
this
report

Berthelsen and
Marker
(1986)

Map by
Gustavsson
(1974)

Harland
(1979)

earth
quakes
SW Sweden

Slunga
(1985)

The rather low strain rates for the older structures represent the absolute minimum required to accumulate the inferred
displacements. If the time intervals for the actual movements
are restricted, very much larger strain rates have to occur.
Thus, the displacements along the Senja transform fault are
likely to have occurred in the time interval -58 Ma to .-28 Ma
which results in a total strain rate of about 1.2 cm a
or
3 mm a
if spread on 4 faults (the total displacement being
about 450 km). See reconstruction of Arctic ocean surroundings in Kovacs et al. (1986). Such high strain rates are also
likely to have occurred in the Precambrian on the N-S fault
zone at least (Berthelsen and Marker, 1986). The recent
strain rates can be more constrained when more detailed
information becomes available on the nature and age of small
subsidence structures, and when the earth quake activity is
analyzed during a longer time interval (as in SW Sweden for
example, Slunga, 1985). Figures of the estimated order of
magnitude, i.e. 0.1-1 mm a , are indicative of the ongoing
deformation in the uppermost crust due to tectonic forces.
Extra stresses created by deglaciation unloading of the crust
may locally add another 0.5 mm a
to the average strain rate
(if the PGF scarps represent an accumulated displacement).
The Vitberget, Luojärvi and Risträsket shear lenses are shown
in figures 25-27.

5.4

TENTATIVE MODEL(S) FOR THE ONGOING TECTONIC DEFORMATION
Based on the interpretation of the geophysical and terrain
elevation data combined with indications of differential land
uplift and small scale shear lens formation, the following
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cencative model for the present tectonic deformation will be
presented and shortly discussed. This model(s) must be confirmed by further research and mapping of deformation structures resulcing from relatively small strain rates. The
driving forces are plate tectonic - the Eurasian plate moves
at cm a
rates away from the Atlantic and Arctic rifts. The
resulting strain is concentrated to the lithosphere. To
accommodate internal deformation, the continental part of the
plate responds with activation of existing weak zones in its
brittle parts and flow in its ductile parts. The two regional
fault zones observed in the study area act as the release
structures in the upper crust for stresses induced by the
differential plate motion 150 km below. Stress induced by
ridge push about 1000 km to 1500 km away may contribute as it
has been calculated as concentrating to the upper crust
within 10 Ma (Hasegawa et al. 1985). See also discussion
of these problems in Stephansson (1987)
The drastic sinistral transform displacement of the Atlantic
rift to the Arctic rift which started along the Senja fracture zone at -58 Ma, is likely to have reactivated adjacent
continental fractures. Differential opening rates in the two
rift segments across the transform will induce a continuous
deformation of parts of the adjoining plates. Changes of
these conditions with time will cause shifts in the relative
motions of crustal blocks.
Seen from the Lansjärv area and its nearest surroundings, the
existence and function of the two steep N and NW trending
fault zones can be interpreted in three ways:
1. as a set of conjugate shear faults with NNvJ-SSE compression when the majority of block movement indications are
considered,
2. as a compressional (retarding) step-over of the Bothnian-Senja shear zone with NE-Sw compression when both N and
NW faults have dextral sense of displacement,
3. as a tensional (releasing) step-over of the Bothnian-Seiland shear zone with NE-SW extension when both N and
NW zones have sinistral sense of displacement.
T"» three alternatives are illustrated in figure 28. It is
qu..ce possible that all three activities occurred during the
last 60 Ma. The following table compares the model
requirements with inferred movements.
model

model requirements
sense of movements on
NW zones
N zones

N block between
NW and N zones

intersection area
between NW and
N zones

1

dextral

sinistral

up

down

2

dextral

dextral

up

up

3

sinistral

sinistral

down

down

inferred

dextral and
sinistral

up

down

sinistral
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As can be seen, no unique combination of tendencies is clear
yet mainly because of difficulties in precise correlation in
time of the various deformations. If the inferred dextral
displacements on the NW zones together with the rise of the N
block between N and NW fault zones are relatively older, than
the occurrence of sinistral younger displacements on NW zones
indicates a change from model 2 towards model 3.

v

Senja

\

Seiland

extension

BB

Arctic ocean spreading
>Atlantic
<Atlantic
Fig. 28. Three models for present block movements. The inferred
movements in the Lansjärv area are not yet conclusive to any
model. BB=Baltic-Bothnian Mega shear.

5.5

ESTIMATES OF THE SENSE OF RECENT BLOCK MOVEMENTS
The smallest shear lenses reflect the most recent block movements. In the Tectonic Interpretation Map, an attempt has
been made to classify the shear lenses of approximately 3rd
order magnitude into positive (compressional) or negative
(tensional) due to their topographic relief. Only a few of
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these lenses are decisive and in two fault zones contradictional senses of movement were obtained. On the NW fault
zones, 10 indications of dextral strike slip movements can be
inferred (including all the major fault zone segments). Two
cases of sinistral displacement were found, the Telmberget
3rd order positive shear lens (fig. 12) and the Risträsket
4th order negative shear lense, shown in figure 27. On the
N-fault zones, 5 indications of sinistral, strike-slip movements can be inferred, including two of the major fault
zones. No cases of dextral displacement were found. The Luojärvi 4th order negative shear lens is shown in figure 25. As
the interpretations were made on a regional scale, the indications should be field controlled in order to more precisely
locate the main fault and if possible to determine the
character of the shear lens deformation. The locations of the
shear lenses used for the determination of the sense of fault
movement are listed below.
type of indication

fault zone
segment

location map
area code

Nw zone

25- •26 K 7 - 1 e

if

sense of
displacement

reference
to fig.

bend of Lule Älv
fault zone
27 K 5 h

displ. of pos. lenses

D

if

B

27 K 5 j

pos. lens at stepover

D

If

G

27 L 8 b

neg. lens at stepover

D

tl

C

27 L 8 h

neg. lens at stepover

D

ff

C

27 L 4 g

neg. lens at stjpover

D

if

G

27 L 3 g

pos. lens at stepover

S

fig- 12

M

B

26 L 9 e

neg. lens at stepover

S

fig. 27

if

B

26 L

displ. of pos. lens

D

fig- 25

tf

F

26 L 3 b

neg. lens at stepover

D

tf

A

26 L 2-•3

pos. lenses at bend

D

If

B

26 L 1 j

neg. lens at stepover

D

neg. lens at stepover

S

N zone

25-26

"7
/

g

f-g

M 9-0

c

if

D

26 M 6 c

neg. lens at stepover

S

ff

D

27 M 1 b

neg. lens at bend

S

(f

D

27 M 6 b

neg. lens at stepover

S

If

E

27 M 7 e

neg. lens at stepover

S

fig. 26

The positive shear lenses which have no well defined step-over cr curvature are inconclusive regarding the direction
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of displacement. More precise interpretations of detailed
data would in some cases allow a more decisive interpretation. As the topographic relief is assumed to represent the
combined result from erosion and fault movements, it is not
always clear how to separate the two factors. A positive
relief will remain as erosion cuts deeper in surrounding
fau^t zones. This relief can, however, be maintained and
enhanced by fault movements if a bend or step-over occurs.
Similarly, a negative relief will result from the existence
of a fault zone as erosion can act faster in fractured zones.
In negative shear lenses, this tendency will be further
enhanced as these tend to be more fractured and fill with
sediments. Again the configuration of the bounding faults
indicate fault movements which can maintain and enhance the
relief.

5.6

SITES FOR DRILLING AND DEFORMATION MEASUREMENTS
For geodetic (distance and triangulation) measurements of
present block movements, a stable foundation of observation
points is an important prerequisite. To obtain maximum
resolution of the measurements, short distances between
observation points is the second prerequisite, the third is
there are indications of possible movements. By studying the
outcrop maps (report by Sundh and Wahlroos, 1987), three
locations were selected for further field control. These
locations were all on fault zone segments with distinct morphologic depressions implying relatively recent enhancement
by erosion and/or block movements. The location at the Vitberget fault zone segment was also close to the steep sidewall of the posrjlacially active Ris träskkölen thrust flake.
On field examination, two sites are proposed for further
studies with geodetio measurements of displacements. These
are the Vitberget 4th order positive shear lens which is
possibly displaced by later block movements, and the Luojärvi
4th order negative shear lens. The locations are on a NW and
N-trending fault zone segment respectively. The third location at Rödstenshuvudet is also qualified and has a rather
dramatic relied and complex topography. The three localities
are shown with maps in figure 29. Lines short enough for
maximum resolution could not be found in any location.
Instead the time interva1 covered must be extended. In
connection with the geodetic observations, a precise mapping
with geophysical methods of the location of the actual faults
would be necessary.

observation site
name

location on
map area

type of structure

fault

Vitberget

26 L 7 f

displaced
pos. lens

(NW) B

350 m

Luojärvi

27 M J7 e

neg. lens

(N) E

400 m

Rödstenshuvudet

26 L 1 c

complex

(NW) A

300 m

minimum distance
between outcrops
across fault

B

Fig. 29. Location of suggested
geodetic networks (N).
A Rödstenshuvudet (fault zone A)
map area 26L 1c, B Vitberget (fault
zone B) map area 26L 7f, C Luojärvi
(fault zone E) map area 27M 7e.
Heavy lines show fault zone location.
Heavy contours indicate areas with
outcropping bedrock. Dotted lines
indicate local shear lens.
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The selection of a drill site, where the PGF and parts of the
low angle NNE-trending faults could be drilled, was based on
the dip estimates of the low angle branch of the PGF at
Majarvberget. Stratum contours for the fault surface could be
constructed for a short segment of the fault. The extrapolated dip predicts the PGF at 150 m in a location 1 km behind
the fault scarp close to the road between Lansjärv and
Ängeså. Figure 12 shows the proposed location. Ac it is
within the 3rd order positive shear lens of Telmberget,
considerable fracturing may occur. The dips of two
NW-trending faults within 200 m of the drill site are not
known.

6.

CONCLUSIONS
For this study, the results from the Nordkalott project which
for the first time produced an anlysis of fault zones in a
large region of the Fennoscandian shield, were used to define
a critical area for possible recent crustal deformations.
Several distinct systems of faults could be identified
setting a regional framework to the study area around Lansjärv. Close structural connections with the recent (less than
60 Ma) plate tectonic situation are apparent as one major
fault system is the strike continuation of the Senja Fracture
Zone into the continental crust against which the oceanic
crust terminates and the active Atlantic oceanic rift steps
to the active Arctic oceanic rift. Plate spreading at different segments of the rift system could induce stresses in
the continental crust. This deformation is interpreted to
occur mainly connected to one or several lithospheric lenses
surrounded by systems of pronounced fault zones. The Senja
lens has a slightly higher elevation than its surroundings.
This together with the shape of the lens suggest an ongoing
transpressional slip. In the Lansjärv area, the NW and N
fault zones appear as very sharp, about 200 m wide, magnetic
low lineaments with associated large lateral displacements of
magnetic reference structures. Many drastic changes in the
bedrock lithology occur along these lineaments. Single fault
zones in each system represent, on average, 200 m wide, movement zones, interconnected in an elongate lens like pattern.
For the first time, dips of fault zones have been calculated
using ground and airborne magnetic and electromagnetic data.
The dips of these zones are steep at the surface but may
flatten at depth. Close to each movement zone, series of
shear lenses, several km wide, can be seen cutting off
arcuate segments of the surroundings. The width of these
shear lens patterns grades into the size of the network. The
shear lenses surrounding the fault zones may account for
associated gravity lows following the strike direction of
several fault zones as the 200 m wide zones themselves are
too small to create gravity anomalies.
At outcrops close to the major fault zones, a variety of
strain indicators ranging from ductile to brittle deformation
show that these faults have been active in very different
crustal depth regimes over a very long period of time. The
most recent (post-glacial) faults were detected and described
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by Lagerbäck (1979) and Kujansuu (1972). Today, several
100 km of PGF fault scarps are known in northern Scandinavia.
Most of them have NNE strike directions and are scarps of
steep to gentle SE dipping faults. They typically occur
between the NW striking major fault zones and seem to be
closely related to a set of low angle movement zones. These
close spatial and structural relations to the NW zones
suggest simultaneous activity along linked faults (Henkel et
al. 1983). The same can be suspected for the N faults. A few
indications of PGF scarps along single faults of both the N
and NU steep as well as the gently dipping NNE regional fault
systems improve this hypothesis. These features need a more
detailed study in order to ensure their post-glacial nature.
In Henkel and Wallberg (1987), a detailed study of the relations between sections of the PGF and local and regional
faults is made. Study of digital elevation data in the Lansjärv region has added further improvements to the tectonic
concept. The distinct imprint of fault zones and fault movements on the morphology of the study area indicates strong
activity along the three regional fault systems. One very
important effect is the formation of topographically positive
and negative shear lenses where steps or bends in the
regional fault zones create structures which can release corapressional or tensional stresses. The PGF scarps usually stop
along the border to such lenses, indicating that they
deformed simultaneously with the post-glacial fault movement.
Stress occurs around several boundaries of each shear lens at
the same time. All stages of deformation can be observed
ranging from small (0.2 x 2 km) recent and sharply developed
basins and horsts to very elongated narrow, grabenlike structures and displaced or sliced horsts. A rough estimation of
the response of the.free surface to a continuous strike slip
movement of 1 mm a
results in an adjustment of the horizontal surface of about 2 m in a period of 8000 years. Such
figures appear to be in the correct order of magnitude
judging from the depths of the smallest shear basins.
Two other features deserve attention. 1) Several, on average
15x5 km, north-south oriented areas with pronounced elevation
appear not to be positive shear lenses (as they are not
surrounded by major fault zones). 2) A series of northwest- southeast oriented topographic lows between major N-S lineaments are unlikely to be negative shear lenses. These features are tentatively interpreted as compressional and
tensional features respectively. Profile A and J in report by
Henkel (1987) show examples of these types of structures.
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the text.
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CONCLUSIONS TECTONIC PATTERNS
The following conclusions can summarize the tectonic
patterns; see also fig- 30.
- The Lansjarv region is situated at the southern extremity
of a 600 x 200 km, tectonic lens (the Senja Lens).
- The southern end of the Senja lens is limited by two sets
of regional fault systems striking NW and N and has about
50 m increased elevation.
- The lens may represent a congressional lithospheric
structure.
- The single larger faults of each set are connected in a
network of smaller lenses showing locally both compressional
and tensional features.
- Major single faults of the N and NW system are about 200 m
wide and have general steep dips.
- NW zones dip generally 60 degrees to the SW.
- N zones dip generally steeply (>70°) to the W.
- NNE gently dipping zones (less than 5 degrees) are a few
100 m wide; the width of single faults is not known,
- each steep fault zone is surrounded by a several km wide
series of smaller shear lenses,
- the outer faults bounding the shear lenses are less likely
to be as steep as the main fault.
- the interior of lenses between major fault zones are less
affected by fault deformation compared to the main zones,
- negative shear lenses are likely to be more brecciated than
positive (Sibson 1986).
- the criteria so far cited define a pattern typical for a
strike slip fault zone of lithospheric dimensions.
- the post glacial fault scarps may represent movements of
flat lying fault system and the interaction with the free
surface,
- several other morphologic features can be interpreted as
effects of post glacial strike slip movements (i.e. small
scarps, horsts, basins etc.),
The Lule älv NW fault (zone) and a NW zone in the map area
25M have no (or very minor) magnetic dislocations.
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CONCLUSIONS METHODS
- Aeromagnetic measurements provide the best indicator of
large fault zones (width >50 m, length >5 km) with steep
dips.
- Detailed ground geophysical measurements with VLF and
slingram are necessary for the detection of smaller scale
fault features,
- ground radar measurements could be used for precise
location of buried fault scarps,
- in combination with aeromagnetic measurements, terrain
elevation data give an enhanced interpretation of fault
mechanisms,
- elevation data have been most effective in locating
scarps of gently dipping zones,
- a sufficiently large study area is necessary to understand
local features of faulting.
Improvement of methods
- Reflection seismic methods in connection with slingram
should be developed for all fault geometries but especially
the flat lying faults.
- direct analytical tools in the image analyzing system need
to be developed for fault and fault related structural
classification.

DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF BLOCK MOVEMENTS IN SELECTED AREAS
For this purpose several sites along major faults have been
field checked with respect to feasibility of establishing
geodetic networks. Two sites appear useful at Vitberget (NW
fault rone) and Luojärvi (N-fault zone) - for location refer
to main map.

REGISTRATION AND LOCATION OF SEISMIC EVENTS IN THE ENTIRE
AREA
For this purpose two seismic networks are established and run
by FOA and the Seismological Institution at the University of
Uppsala.

DEFORMATION PATTERNS IN QUATERNARY DEPOSITS
Excavations for this purpose are planned on PGF scarps and in
surrounding locations. Particular attention should ge given
to glacial and post-glacial deposits in the N and NW lineaments .
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NEW FRACTURING
So far, no case of post-glacial fracturing in the bedrock
has been observed; which does not exclude their existence. In
southern Sweden a few cases of strong, apparently recent
fracturing of surface rocks have been noticed and are documented in Agrell (1984). The relation of these cases with
tectonic patterns of the area is however unknown. The
occurrence of distinct post-glacial scarps and the displacements of Quaternary deposits indicate considerable block
movements in the order up to tens of meters in the last
8000 years. The well developed fault systems of the area can
accommodate most of the strain (especially at low strain
rates) without fracturing, except in extreme situations. Some
rock volumes are however in a position where new fracturing
is likely to occur:
- the wedge between the free surface and a (re)activated
gently dipping fault(zone),
- the block between the faults in a tensional step over
(shear basin),
- the hanging wall block adjacent to a tensional bend :".n a
main fault zone. The drilling at the northern Lansjärv PGF
segment is located in a wedge overlying the extrapolated
location of the PGF surface. The other situations could also
be tested by drilling in suitable structures.
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